Credo Reference Statement of Participation in Discovery Services

Credo Provides Discovery Service providers the ODI core metadata elements for our reference content in XML format, for indexing purposes. Our XML is currently in a proprietary schema, but we are working to migrate toward Dublin Core schema.

As much of Credo’s reference entries as possible are provided in full text for indexing. Entries that are under 100 characters are excluded from what we send to discovery vendors, in order to provide a good user experience. Entries from works where a specific publisher has restrictions on the content are also excluded.

Credo’s reference entries is currently indexed in the following Discovery Services:

- Ex Libris Primo
- EBSCO Discovery Service
- ProQuest Summon
- Worldcat Discovery
- SirsiDynix Enterprise

Credo also provides the option for Discovery Service Providers to index our Topic Pages. Credo’s Topic Pages are currently indexed in ExLibris Primo Central.

Non-bias:
Credo does not treat any Discovery Service Provider preferentially, and makes our core metadata available for indexing to any DSP who requests it. Aside from the optional Topic Pages mentioned above, we provide the same content to all DSPs.